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on the overall energy density of the LSB 
cell.[6,7] As a benchmark, Hagen et al.[8] 
among others[9] have noted that even with 
an extremely low E/S = 3 the projected 
energy density would just match that 
of the current lithium-ion battery (LIB) 
technologies. As the performance of LSB 
drastically decreases with decreasing elec-
trolyte volumes, there are almost no pub-
lished reports reaching E/S levels below 
3. One of the key challenges in achieving 
low E/S ratio lies in enhancing the elec-
trode’s ability to access the electrolyte. 
This is a major factor influencing the 
observed excellent performance of 
the many backless freestanding elec-

trodes (BFE).[10,11] BFE electrodes have at least double the pore 
openings (front and back) to access the electrolyte residing 
in the various free space of the coin cell while traditional 2D 
blade-cast electrode only have one opening. In addition to scal-
ability issues such as electrode manufacturing, in-plane elec-
tron transfer, and electrodes to tab welding procedure,[12] the 
advantages of the BFE designs over the 2D electrode might 
not carry over to the other battery cell configurations (pouch 
cell, cylindrical) where void spaces are mostly eliminated for 
compactness.

While the 2D electrode configuration is likely commercially 
imperative, their single sided, purely microporous/mesoporous 

While backless freestanding 3D electrode architectures for batteries with high 
loading sulfur have flourished in the recent years, the more traditional and 
industrially turnkey 2D architecture has not received the same amount of 
attention. This work reports a spray-dried sulfur composite with large intrinsic 
internal pores, ensuring adequate local electrolyte availability. This material 
offers good performance with a electrolyte content of 7 µL mg−1 at high areal 
loadings (5–8 mg cm−2), while also offering the first reported 2.8 µL mg−1 
(8 mg cm−2) to enter into the second plateau of discharge and continue to 
operate for 20 cycles. Moreover, evidence is provided that the high-frequency 
semicircle (i.e., interfacial resistance) is mainly responsible for the often 
observed bypassing of the second plateau in lean electrolyte discharges.

Lithium–Sulfur Batteries

Lithium–sulfur batteries (LSBs) have recently gained tremen-
dous amount of academic and industrial interest due to its 
extremely high theoretical energy density (2500 Wh kg−1)[1] 
and the natural abundancy of sulfur. However, technical chal-
lenges such as the well-known polysulfide (PS) shuttle effect, 
volume expansion, and electrically insulating nature of sulfur 
have hinders it widespread application.[2] Much focus has been 
placed on the cathode material,[3] separator,[4] and electrolyte,[5] 
subsystems of LSB with impressive levels of success at both 
low (<2 mg cm−2) and high (>4 mg cm−2) sulfur areal load-
ings. Recent trends in the literature reveal a large emphasis 
on the electrolyte to sulfur ratio (E/S) due to its large impact 

The ORCID identification number(s) for the author(s) of this article 
can be found under https://doi.org/10.1002/adma.201804271.
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sulfur hosts will form an overall porous structure with low 
void space for electrolyte, as illustrated in Figure 1a. As a 
result, 2D current collectors have a much smaller presences 
in the overall field of high loading sulfur electrodes. However, 
if the microporous/mesoporous sulfur hosts were made with 
large intrinsic voids, as envisioned in Figure 1b, the intrinsic 
macroporous void space can act as an extra electrolyte reservoir 
for enhancing electrolyte accessibility. In this way, some of the 
main benefits of BFEs can be transferred to the 2D electrode 
configuration. Unfortunately, because the term macroporosity 
is commonly associated with bulkiness, fluffiness, and ulti-
mately impracticality, this might be preemptively dismissed 
as an invalid strategy toward lean E/S, as the large void spaces 
will be expected to demand a high E/S. Upon closer inspec-
tion, often reported electrolyte ratios of >10 E/S are theoreti-
cally impossible to reside inside of the cathode and separator 
(the only porous non-casing components of the cell). Listed in 
Table S1 (Supporting Information) are the calculated theoretical 
upper limit for E/S ratios of a few publications with reported 
electrode thickness. This simple analysis indicates that the per-
formance enhancements observed by many works where E/S 
is increased are only physically achievable due to the extra void 
space in the coin cell, which are not available in the pouch/
cylindrical cell configurations.

To this end, we look to increase the porosity of the electrode 
with large sized hollow material of macrosized diameters (i.e., 
intrinsic macropores), replicating the main beneficial features 
of 3D current collector designs. This type of material poses as a 
particularly attractive sulfur host material for the 2D electrode 
configuration under lean E/S. The large intrinsic internal voids 
should be excellent for providing local electrolyte reservoirs that 
can serve to lower the electrolyte viscosity, which would be ideal 
for low-electrolyte–high-loading sulfur electrodes. However, 
most particle sizes (<1 µm) are relatively small, which would 
create small interparticle pores (poor “bulk” electrolyte Li-ion 
transfer), voiding any advantages gained from its hollow nature 

at higher areal sulfur loadings. Furthermore, 
it is well known that it is difficult to achieve 
robust high loading electrode when using a 
cathode active composite that has high sur-
face area.[13] To solve these problems there 
are numerous work in the LIB and LSB 
fields investigating techniques to produce 
secondary particles with the same advantages 
of nanosized morphologies while mitigating 
the disadvantages (reduced exposed surface 
area). These techniques can be considered 
quite mature in the field of 2D-electrode-
based high-areal-sulfur-loading LSBs.[13–16]

Our chosen agglomeration technique, 
spray drying,[17] (shown in Figure 2a) is 
widely used in many different industries due 
to its high throughput production capabili-
ties. Specifically in this work, we first synthe-
sized hollow porous carbons (HPC) with a 
large core,[18] loaded sulfur via the melt diffu-
sion method and spray dried with graphene 
oxide at 200 °C (nozzle temperature) forming 
what we define as spray dried hollow porous 

carbon (SDHPC). The large droplet size of the atomized feed 
solution ensures the formation of secondary particles while the 
graphene oxide acts as structural support. After heat treatment 
in an Ar filled autoclaved at 230 °C for 12 h (GO reduction), 
the final SDHPC electrode material is obtained. To estimate the 
sulfur content in SDHPC, the mass change in GO must be first 
accounted for. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of GO in N2 
reveals that the stabilized mass percent did not vary appreciably 
between 200 and 250 °C (Figure 2b) indicating that the mass 
of SDHPC should have stabilized during the 12 h 230 °C heat 
treatment in alignment with the literature.[19] Accordingly, TGA 
of SDHPC after heat treatment only shows a single inflection 
(single peak in the rate of wt% change, Figure 2c) with a pla-
teau starting at ≈30 wt% at around 250 °C suggesting a sulfur 
loading of ≈70%. This is in good alignment with the theoretical 
68% calculated based on a HPC75S to GO mass ratio of 5:1 
(spray-dryer feed) with a 50% mass retention of GO after the 
230 °C heat treatment. The morphology of SDHPC is shown 
under scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in Figure 2d,e, 
respectively, indicating the successful wrapping of graphene 
and the agglomeration of HPC into larger particles (SDHPC). 
The broad particle size distribution is due to the centrifugal 
based collection mechanism of the spray dryer’s cyclone[20] and 
could aid in the performance of the cell as shown in previous 
work.[14,21] Moreover, transmission electron microscopy (TEM, 
Figure 2f) indicates that the graphene is wrapped throughout 
the structure of the secondary particle, providing an electron-
conducting pathway. At higher magnifications (Figure 2g), the 
graphene is shown encapsulating the HPC primary particles. 
More importantly, the large intrinsic ≈500 nm voids of the 
hollow structures can be clearly found intact throughout the 
large secondary particle. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
mapping of C, N, O, and S (Figure S1a,b, Supporting Infor-
mation) further indicates that there are indeed large internal 
void throughout SDHPC and sulfur mostly resides in the wall  
of these voids. The existence of these internal voids is the most 
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Figure 1. a,b) Schematics of a low-porosity electrode with nonhollow material (a) and a high-
porosity electrode with micrometer-sized hollow material (b).
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beneficial difference between SDHPC and other reported spray 
dried sulfur composites. These voids will serve as guaranteed 
intrinsic void spaces (shown in Figure 1b) throughout the elec-
trode to provide electrolyte accessibility to sulfur even at low 
electrolyte ratios.

To confirm the infiltration of electrolyte into the voids, an 
electrolyte absorption test is performed. The test entailed the 
micropipetting of precisely 4 µL of electrolyte (0.2 m LiNO3 

and 1 m LiTFSI in 1,3 dioxolane and dimethoxyethane at 
1:1 v/v) onto a circular 15 mm diameter electrode (HPC and 
SDHPC, Figure 3a). The event was filmed and the time differ-
ence between initial contact and final absorption of the droplet 
is defined as the absorption time. By measuring the height 
of the droplet over time, a time-resolved absorption profile of 
the electrolyte could be observed. The larger particle size of 
SDHPC should create larger interparticle pores,[13–16] which 
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Figure 2. a) Schematic of the synthesis process of SDHPC, b) TGA curves of graphene oxide ramping to 200 and 250 °C followed by holding isothermal 
for 2 h, c) TGA curves of SDHPC after heat treatment, d) low- and e) high-magnification SEM images and f) low- and g) high-magnification TEM image 
of SDHPC after spray drying and 230 C heat treatment.
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is expected to decrease electrolyte wetting time.[22] Interest-
ingly, it was found that the total wetting time of SDHPC (larger 
interparticle pores) was ≈31 s whereas HPC (smaller interpar-
ticle pores) only took ≈23 s, indicating that HPC absorbed the 
electrolyte slightly quicker. This result offers us with valuable 
insight into the pore structure of the SDHPC electrode. Both 
absorption processes appear to proceed in a two-step manner 
(Figure 3b). It is well known that liquid (electrolyte) infiltration 
into a porous media (electrode) of the electrode depends on the 
apparent contact angle between the electrolyte and the particles, 
characteristic of electrode pore network and the pressure dif-
ferential.[22] The initial rapid drop (labeled Phase 1) is followed 
by a slower plateaued infiltration region (label Phase 2) for both 
samples. The initial quick absorption profile is due to the pres-
sure head produced by the height of the droplet. As the droplet 

is absorbed, the pressure head (a component of the driving 
force responsible for infiltration) will decrease to the point 
where it is slowed by the smaller pores in the electrode. During 
this slowing process, the height of the droplet will possess a 
more plateaued time profile. There are two distinct differences 
between SDHPC and HPC. First, the initial decrease in height 
for SDHPC was much more than HPC, this is most likely due 
to the larger interparticle pores of the electrode.[13,14] Second, 
the slope of the plateau for SDHPC is noticeably lower than 
that of HPC. We believe the smaller slope of SDHPC might 
suggest that the rGO hindered the infiltration of electrolyte into 
agglomerated hollow structures of SDHPC. With an increased 
sulfur loading, the PS retention capability of the host must be 
enhanced compared to the lower loadings. From the delayed 
infiltration of electrolyte into SDHPC, we note that it could 
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Figure 3. a) Image sequence of the injection and absorption of 4 µL of electrolyte into SDHPC and HPC electrodes, b) corresponding droplet height 
versus time profile and c) shuttle current measurement of both SDHPC and HPC. d) Discharge and e) charge EIS spectrums of SDHPC electrode at 
different DOD, f) equivalent circuit model used for fitting impedance data. g) Fitted values of series resistance plotted versus DOD. Note that 0–100% 
DOD represents discharge while 100–200% DOD represent charge.
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imply a tortuous liquid pathway into SDHPC. As such, this 
could be beneficial in limiting the outwards diffusion of PS. 
Indeed, from our shuttle current measurements (Figure 3c),  
SDHPC possessed a significantly lower steady state current 
signal (0.747 µA g−1) compared to HPC (1.68 µA g−1) at the 
same areal loading (2.5 mg cm−2). To further demonstrate the 
ability of SDHPC to limit PS outwards diffusion, we performed 
in situ electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experi-
ments on both HPC and SDHPC (2.5 mg cm−2) as a function 
of state of charge/discharge (DOD, 0–100% represents dis-
charge while 100–200% represents charge). According to the 
Nyquist plot for both discharge and charge of SDHPC shown in 
Figure 3d,e, respectively, there appears to be a drastic change in 
cell impedance throughout discharge and charge. After fitting 
to a circuit model (Figure 3f),[18,23,24] the series resistance versus 
DOD is shown in Figure 3g. The series resistance is found 
to increase until 25–30% DOD followed by a steady decrease 
into the end of discharge. During charge, the series resis tance 
steadily increases again, peaking at ≈160 DOD followed by 
a decrease until the end of charge, which is corroborated by 
the literature.[18,24,25] Interestingly, throughout discharge and 
charge the series resistance of HPC was higher than SDHPC. 
For LSB, changes in the series resistance are usually attri-
buted to the resistance of the electrolyte, and increases with 
increasing polysulfide concentration.[26] Therefore, our results 
suggest that SDHPC is able to limit the polysulfide concentra-
tion in the bulk electrolyte more effectively than HPC, which 
corroborates well with the electrolyte absorption and shuttle 
current measurements.

The combined benefits of the macroporous internal elec-
trode structure in addition to the high PS limiting capabilities 
of SDHPC is reflected in its electrochemical performances. 
Figure 4a shows the rate performance of this SDHPC from 
0.1 to 5 C, demonstrating exceptional electrochemical activity 
with a discharge capacity of ≈500 mAh g−1 at 5 C even at an 
appreciable sulfur loading (2.5 mg cm−2). SDHPC is found to 
be able to recover the majority of its original 0.1 C capacity in 
addition stable cycling until the 100th cycles at 1 C. Figure 4b,c 
displays the cycle stability of electrodes at 5 and 6 mg cm−2 
with 7 µL mg−1 of electrolyte at 0.05 C for the first five cycles 
followed by 0.1 C. Figure 4d presents the cycle stability of 
8 mg cm−2 electrodes also with 7 µL mg−1 of electrolyte but 
cycled at 0.05 C. The corresponding voltage profiles for the 5, 
6, and 8 mg cm−2 cells are shown in Figure 4e,g, respectively. 
Both cells achieved a first cycle discharge of about ≈1200 mAh g−1.  
While the 5 mg cm−2 cells were able to maintain relatively 
stable cycling upward of 280 cycles, the 6 mg cm−2 experienced 
a significant decrease in capacity at about the 105th cycle but 
remained stable afterward upward of 200 cycles. We believe 
that the sudden drop in capacity is related to the serious cor-
rosion of the Li anode (post cycling SEM shown in Figure S1,  
Supporting Information). It should be noted that no sudden 
drop in capacity is observed for the 8 mg cm−2 cell, which is 
most likely due to the lower current density.[27] In terms of 2D 
blade-cast electrode, at this areal loading and lean electrolyte 
conditions, this performance is quite exceptional compared to 
recent works.[7,14,16,28] When the E/S ratio is further lowered to 
2.8 µL mg−1, it is found that the cell was able to cycle at a C-rate 
of 0.025. The voltage profile (Figure 5a) reveals a very high 

discharge overpotential, dropping to nearly ≈1.4 V on the first 
cycle and ≈1.75 V on the second discharge process. However, 
if the C-rate is increased to 0.05 C the cell cannot discharge 
(voltage profile shown in Figure S2, Supporting Information). 
This is often attributed to the enormous increase in overpo-
tential from either electrolyte viscosity (highly concentration 
polysulfide solution) or deposition kinetics. Work presented by 
Fan et al. have also reported similar results at lean electrolyte 
conditions.[29] The cycle life decreased rapidly compared to its 
excess electrolyte counterpart. This has been an intriguing phe-
nomenon throughout the literature. Although the cycle perfor-
mance is only for 20 cycles (Figure 5b), we have demonstrated 
here a material and conceptual design that can be cycled at a 
commercially viable electrolyte content. When compared to 
other high loading works, an electrolyte content of 2.8 µL mg−1 
for a 8 mg cm−2 2D blade-cast electrode has to the best of our 
knowledge, never been published. Furthermore, the composite 
content is >90% in the slurry formulation with very low binder 
content (5%) and a S content of ≈70% in SDHPC, indicating 
that the total sulfur content in the electrode is well over 60%.

Unfortunately, a discharge rate of 0.025 C is hardly practical 
and poses a serious question as to why there is such a high 
overpotential. Surprisingly, there has been little work done on 
understanding why high loading sulfur cathode have difficulty 
discharging under lean electrolyte content. To understand the 
cause and mechanism of the observed large overpotential prior 
to the second plateau, we once again performed in situ EIS on 
a fresh 8 mg cm−2 electrode (2.8 µL mg−1) discharged under 
two different current densities (first at 0.05 C then at 0.01 C). 
Specifically, the cell was first discharged at 0.05 C where the 
voltage quickly reaches the cut off limits (Figure 5c) with the 
details of the overpotential build-up recorded by EIS. After 
charging back to 2.8 V, the same cell was discharged at a sig-
nificantly decreased current density (0.01 C), which allowed 
the cell to enter readily into the second plateau region without 
obstruction of an overpotential dip (Figure 5c). The results were 
fitted according to circuit diagram validated by Deng et al.[24] In 
general, the fitted circuit parameters (experimental spectrums 
can be found in Figure S3, Supporting Information) remained 
quite similar between the two currents during the initial stages 
of discharge with variation only occurring near the end of 
the first plateau (onset of the large overpotential). It should 
be expected that when increasing the current density, the PS 
concentration should be much higher locally (most likely com-
pletely saturated) due to the increased rate of PS generation 
over PS diffusion. Although our results indicate (Figure 5d) 
that the series resistance of 0.01 C discharge was lower than the 
0.05 C, the overall difference was not large. A similar observa-
tion is found for the charge transfer resistance (mid frequency 
semicircle,[24] Figure 5e). Interestingly, the interfacial resist-
ance (high-frequency semicircle, Figure 5f with Nyquist plots 
shown in Figure S3a,b, Supporting Information) is found to 
increase drastically prior to the onset of the large overpoten-
tial for the higher current discharge. This indicates that of the 
three circuit elements, only interfacial resistance appears to 
change significantly near the high overpotential region of the 
discharge voltage profile. Interfacial resistance is associated 
with the contact resistance between electron conductors within 
the electrode.[24,30] It is unclear whether solely S8, Li2S, or even  

Adv. Mater. 2018, 1804271
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solid-state PS[31] is responsible for the large overpotential. While 
one might argue that the lack of capacity in the second plateau 
should eliminate appreciable Li2S seeding, Li2S can still form 
due to disproportionation reaction or direct reduction of PS 
onto Li (increasing interfacial resistance on Li). In an attempt to 
differentiate between Li2S, S and solid-state PS, we performed 
in situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) to monitor the crystal phase 
changes during the large overpotential (Figure 5g). Throughout 
the discharge of the first plateau and ending with a large over-
potential, there are strong sulfur XRD signals with no indica-
tion of Li2S peaks. Upon closer inspection of the 2θ = 1.960, 
2.016, 1.758, and 1.670 peak heights (Figure 5h), we concluded 

that there is only a minor decrease in peak intensity with slight 
oscillations throughout cycling. This is in stark contrast with 
other reports, where a steady decrease in the sulfur diffraction 
pattern was observed prior to the end of the first plateau where 
the peaks completely disappear.[32,33] Due to the lack of any 
observable Li2S peaks, we suspect that the increase in interfa-
cial resistance is not due to the deposition of Li2S. On the case 
of solid-state polysulfide, a recent publication has shown that 
the XRD pattern of polysulfides can be detected even if they 
were just adsorbed onto a silica surface.[33] However, no such 
observation was made in this work even with a nitrogen-doped 
polysulfide retaining carbon host,[34] which should exclude the 

Adv. Mater. 2018, 1804271

Figure 4. a) Rate performance of SDHPC at 2.5 mg cm−2 with 7 µL mg−1 of electrolyte, b–d) specific capacity with Coulombic efficiency versus cycle 
life of SDHPC at 5, 6, and 8 mg cm−2 respectively and e–g) charge/discharge profiles of SDHPC at 5, 6, and 8 mg cm−2, respectively. Note that 5 and 
6 mg cm−2 cells were cycled at 0.05 C for four activation cycles before cycling at 0.1 C for the cycle life measurements while the 8 mg cm−2 cell was 
cycled at 0.05 C.
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possibility of solid-state polysulfide. Therefore, we believe that 
the high interfacial resistance is largely related to sulfur pre-
cipitation and most likely not related to solid-state polysulfide 
or Li2S.

We believe that low E/S promotes solid sulfur precipitation 
through disproportionation reaction of concentrated high order 
PS. The constant regeneration of elemental sulfur deposits on 
already present sulfur location buffers the XRD sulfur signal, 
resulting in a relatively constant value. The disproportionation 
reaction most likely distributed sulfur locally throughout the 
SDHPC composite causing the observed increase in interfacial  
resistance. This phenomenon might be inherent to 2D current 
collector designs. In contrast to the BFE designs,[11] 2D current  
collectors are not composed of long ranged continuous con-
ductive networks and will inevitably create multiple contact 
points between conductors. However, due to the need for 
large internal macropores, the number of these contact points 

is quite low simply due to the larger particle sizes. Due to the 
relatively fewer contact points between the large macropo-
rous carbons within SDHPC and between SDHPC, we believe 
our material and 2D current collector designs in general are  
more susceptible to interfacial resistance increases. Although 
we have shown that a macroporous 2D electrodes can achieve 
some cyclability at extremely low electrolyte content, its per-
formance is still inferior to that of BFEs and therefore is not 
a complete solution. While this might be discouraging for 2D 
electrode researchers, we would like reiterate once again the 
enormous turnkey advantage of 2D electrodes over BFEs when 
time comes for prototyping.[12]

In summary, we have presented here a high-areal-loading 
lithium–sulfur battery (>60 wt% S in electrode) operated under 
lean electrolyte content (7 and 2.8 µL mg−1). By designing 
a large sized sulfur host with large intrinsic macropores 
encapsulated within its structure, we have enabled the stable 

Figure 5. a) Charge/discharge voltage profile and b) cycling performance at 0.025 C of SDHPC. c) Voltage profile of 8 mg cm−2 electrode with 
2.8 µL mg−1 at 0.05 and 0.01 C. Impedance data plotted as a function of specific capacity of SDHPC discharged at 0.05 and 0.01 C: d) series resistance, 
e) charge transfer resistance, f) interfacial resistance. g) In situ XRD contour plot of the first plateau followed by the onset of a large overpotential to 
1.2 V (λ = 0.1173 Å) and h) various peak height plotted versus discharge capacity.
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cycling of a blade-cast electrodes of 5, 6, and 8 mg cm−2. Even 
at 2.8 µL mg−1, the 8 mg cm−2 electrodes demonstrated rela-
tively stable cycling for up to 20 cycles. Furthermore, our in 
situ EIS and XRD analysis revealed intriguing properties per-
taining to the mechanism of lean electrolyte operation and has 
for the first time identified that the interfacial resistance is the 
key impedance responsible for the electrodes to successfully 
entering into the second discharge plateau for high loading/
lean electrolyte cells. We hope that this work will help revive 
and aid future work on 2D electrode-based high-energy-density 
lithium–sulfur batteries.

Experimental Section
Detailed information can be found in the Experimental Section of the 
Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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